
Critical Canadian Home Building Science Part 3:  Water Management & Enclosures Questions

# Question
1 Because of deflection in water coming off the roof, do you recommend eavestrough for all houses?

2
A440 seems to require a sloped sill for window rough openings, but other installation standards often do not.  Are slopped RO sills required, or 
only required under certain weather loads?

3
The demo showed the bottom flange of the window being taped.  Can you comment on how this compares to leaving that joint open in case the 
window or something above fails keeping water out?

4 Please comment on the use of acrylic tapes as a seal between reverse-lapped membranes and/or flashings.

5
Should WRB and Rigid Foam manufacturers required to include in their installation instructions which tapes and sealants work with their 
products?

6 If you are using a housewrap that is self adhered, are there differences in installation for window openings?
7 Would you suggest still using a drip cap on windows that have a built in J-channels?
8 Can you please share the link for these animations. Thanks

9
Temperature makes window frames expand and contract - does this movement damage the sealant between window flanges and WRB and 
make it redundant?

10 Can you plase send links to these clips?

11
If using rigid foam exterior insulation installed with butt joints that is not vapour permeable , does the vapour collect on the tape since a butt 
joint is the only way out?

12 Any particular attention when it comes to Passive house installation with water and vapor mangement system?

13 Have you ever tested using 'Emseal' as part of the sill pan? It prevents drafts but still allows water to drain out.

14 Speaking of dark colours, any experience with brick cladding that has a colour change using spray net or something similar?
15 Are the c.i. animations available for windows laptops or only android / windows?

16 What type of window sill you suggest for those contemperary elevations. Traditional elevations have stone there.

17 Justin mentioned details for patio doors that are on level with a deck. Is this info available on CI?
18 https://www.spray-net.com/
19 Thoughts on hidden downspout installation
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